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The focus of the course is on health security and privacy policy and compliance issues. Students will develop policies for the type of threats faced by the facilities. The legal and business policies for facility, personnel, travel, information and patient security will be discussed
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Proposes modified course: HSCI 745 (3:3:0)

Proposed Title: Health care security policy

Proposed Course Description: The focus of the course is on health security and privacy policy and compliance issues. Students will develop policies for the type of threats faced by the facilities. The legal and business policies for facility, personnel, travel, information and patient security will be discussed.

Course Objectives

1. Articulate the importance of security policies
2. Describe policy development steps
3. Assess policy usage
4. Demonstrate knowledge of organization security policies
5. Examine security problems inherent in job definition and resources needed for business process completion
6. Demonstrate knowledge of methods for asset classification and control and legal issues related to asset control
7. Draft policies for responding to security incidences and malfunctions
8. Demonstrate knowledge of methods of arranging for area and equipment security
9. Demonstrate awareness of legal requirements for patient privacy and security
10. Analyze impact of security operations on productivity and business processes
11. Evaluate the cost and benefits of increased security
12. Set priorities for options among various security controls
13. Understand security problems generated from telecommuting and out-sourcing
14. Draft privacy and security policies for Internet Use, email, communication, and personnel hiring